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Introducing MuniConnect by Orange Lien Data
TM

The proprietary web portal solution offered by Orange
Lien Data is the only technology platform that has the
capability of aggregating all of your pertinent information
related to codes, permits, and utilities. No matter the
format, your organization will have the ability to virtually
access and export written, spreadsheet, and AS400 data.
Specifically designed to serve government agencies
that have limited personnel and financial resources,
Orange Lien Data’s MuniConnectTM platform seamlessly
integrates departments tasked with conducting municipal
lien searches and easily indexes this information by
name, address, tax ID number, and parcel ID number.
Moreover, when you opt to use this web portal service,
Orange Lien Data will integrate and upload all of your
information into our system at no cost to you.

How It Works

Through a personalized on-site visit, our team will partner with each of your departments in an effort to learn about how
they work. Orange Lien Data guarantees the following:
➢ We will document processes and procedures, learn about
your organization, and engage with you to understand
routine questions that your clients ask.
➢ We will collaborate with your Information Technology
department to initiate the integration of your platform(s)
with ours.
➢ No matter the format—written, spreadsheet, AS400, or
other popular code/permit/utility platforms—our team
will diligently ensure that all of your code, permit, and
utility data finds a home in our system—even if manual
input is required.

➢ We will translate your system into our product platform
while ensuring that the information is sampled
extensively and audited throughout migration for
consistency, quality, and integrity.
➢
If needed, we have the capability of being able to
customize software to accommodate local data
requirements, and our customer service and technical
teams will be on stand-by to ensure the entire process
runs smoothly.

Easy Information Retrieval
One of the perks offered by Orange Lien Data’s MuniConnectTM is the Direct Access Information Retrieval option,
which provides lien search companies with easy and direct information access through our web portal. With a user
friendly registration and login process, lien search company representatives can retrieve requested information easily and
efficiently. Then, through technology-driven processes, fees are collected upon information delivery. At the end of the
month, a reconciliation is performed and your department will be provided a detailed account of the reports that were
pulled as well as collected fees and funds due to you. What’s more is that you will be able to access all of this information
in a real-time environment—simply by logging in.
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